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`You Can Feel Good Again!
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assessment and treatment for efficiency and effectiveness. iScan™ Stress Mapping™ discovers sources and
patterns of tensional reaction, for accurate understanding of the pain, problem or dysfunction and the plan for
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its relief.
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We welcome you to enjoy our gracious
Above: Infection and injury before and after 4
sessions of our treatment program

facility and unique healing services!
Science-based skills,
technologies and resources
to free your body’s healing
responses for recovery

The iScan™ is non-invasive and safe, meeting
FDA guidelines for pre-market use.
Conditions We Have Assisted Successfully













Pain, Injury, Inflammation
Fibromyalgia, Headache
Migraine, TMJ, Sinus
Pelvic, Bladder, Rectal and related dysfunctions
Work-related or Soft Tissue Injury, Strain
Problems of Digestive, Nerve, Respiratory and
Physical Mobility Systems
Chronic Infection; Lyme-associated; fungal
Recovery possible even if present for years
Immune, Toxic Exposure
Sensitivities and Challenging Disorders
Sports Injury and Performance Optimization

assisting

Pain Injury
Infection Inflammation
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ACCESS HEALTH RENEWAL

SYNERGISTIC MODALITIES

Next, tissues are prepared to assist the Access process.


Immune system stimulated



Tissue warmed and loosened

Our unique program combines features
and methods within intensive sessions,
producing rapid and lasting results.



Circulation promoted to clean and nourish



Low impact release of toxins



Lymphatic flow increased

Our assessment process locates and identifies
trauma, dysfunction, and symptoms.
Therapy is gentle, efficient, and effective.
3-4 hour comprehensive treatment sessions.



Comfortable, refreshing, and relaxing

Please review the following information
to learn more

Our program succeeds through combining targeted modalities with our Access™ manual methods in a unique and transformational experience,
guided by detailed Stress Mapping™ results.
Our iScan™ sensor technology accurately locates
and stages sites of inaccessible irritating biophysical stress that - like cramps—chronically immobilize recovery resources, blocking healing/relief.
Access Therapy™ was developed specifically to
access all tissues involved and provide specialized methods to obtain efficient reversal of these
reactions and disengage their mechanical interference. This opens pathways for flexibility, cooperative neurocellular communication, and resolution along with powerful circulatory, lymphatic
and immune rehabilitation.

Speeds response to our manual techniques and
opens extensive access into the intracranial area.

Resources: Steam, Whirlpool, Bio-Mat, Ozone,
Far Infrared Sauna, Hot Stone Massage

QRI™ ASSESSMENT

A key issue for many people, chronic infection
can contribute significant irritation from deep
hiding places plus entrapment by tissue resistance set up by the biophysical stress from previous injury. This vicious, and inaccessible, cycle
perpetuates both illnesses.

First, our sensor technology identifies problem
areas and status, assisting diagnostic insight


Complete QRI™ scan with our patented iScan™



Indicates inflammation, dysfunction



Identifies hidden infection and congestion



Verified with palpation and mobility testing



Accurately locates problem origins and

determines sequence for most effective treatment

ACCESS THERAPY™

We generally find hidden infection present
when assessing people who have not sufficiently
progressed with other therapies. The nervous
system and intracranial region are particularly
difficult to assist without gaining sufficient access
to unlock tissues for drainage and flow.

Our unique manual therapy liberates tissue from
persistent tension, nerve irritation, and
trapped infection and congestion
 Promotes sequential, progressive response
 Gentle, efficient, and effective

Fortunately
unique combination offers great effectiveness,
progressing difficult cases and complementing
other therapeutics in the following ways:

 Triggers biophysical recovery processes
 Tissue dysfunctions reverse and resolve

QRI™ (“query”): QUANTIFIED RESPONSE INDEX

Captures and measures biosignals associated with
inflamed, painful, congested, and injured tissue.

 Infection and congestion are relieved

1. Accurately detects and measures involved areas

 Cycles of tension and irritation eliminated

2. Optimizes response through heat and oxygen

 Minimizes number of sessions to goal

3. Accesses all sites of key biophysical stress

 Outcome is stable, complete

4.
flight, to reboot normal function and proper

www.accesshealthrenewal.com

response to all assistance and efforts for healing

